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Abstract
Texture analysis is a well-known research topic in computer vision and image
processing and has many applications. Gradient-based texture methods have
become popular in classification problems. For the first time we extend a well-
known gradient-based method, Co-occurrence Histograms of Oriented Gradi-
ents (CoHOG) to extract texture features from 2D Magnetic Resonance Images
(MRI). Unlike the original CoHOG method, we use the whole image instead
of sub-regions for feature calculation. Also we use a larger neighborhood size.
Gradient orientations of the image pixels are calculated using Sobel, Gaussian
Derivative (GD) and Local Frequency Descriptor Gradient (LFDG) operators.
The extracted feature vector size is very large and classification using a large
number of similar features does not provide the best results. In our proposed
method, for the first time to our best knowledge, only a minimum number of
significant features are selected using area under the receiver operator charac-
teristic (ROC) curve (AUC) thresholds with p ≤ 0.01. In this paper we apply
the proposed method to classify Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) patients
from the controls. It is observed that selected texture features from downsam-
pled images are significantly different between patients and controls. These
features are used in a linear support vector machine (SVM) classifier to de-
termine the classification accuracy. Optimal sensitivity and specificity are also
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calculated. Three different cohort datasets are used in the experiments. The
performance of the proposed method using three gradient operators and two
different neighborhood sizes is analyzed. Region based analysis is performed to
demonstrate that significant changes between patients and controls are limited
to the motor cortex. The proposed method is compared with that of the gray
level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) method. The experimental results show
that our proposed method outperforms that of the GLCM.
Keywords: Texture Analysis; Oriented Gradients and co-occurrence matrix;
co-occurrence histograms of oriented gradients; MRI images of Amyotrophic
Lateral Sclerosis (ALS).
1. Introduction
Texture analysis is a well-known and promising topic in image processing
and computer vision, has been a major research topic for the last four decades,
and more recently has been considered for medical imaging applications Kassner
and Thornhill (2010). Its applications include document processing Zhao et al.
(2010) , remote sensing Santos et al. (2012), automated inspection Li and Tsai
(2012), fingerprint identification Nanni and Lumini (2008), and medical image
analysis Lehana et al. (2012).
In texture analysis, texture features that are invariant to geometric trans-
formation, noise, blurriness, and illumination changes are desired. Some well-
known 2D texture methods are the Run Length Matrix (RLM) Galloway (1975),
filter responses in the frequency Chu and Chan (2009) and spatial Leung and
Malik (2001), Varma and Zisserman (2005) domains, Wavelets Unser and Eden
(1989), Orientation Pyramid Reyes-Aldasoro and Bhalerao (2006), Markov Ran-
dom Fields (MRFs) Cross and Jain (1983), Gaussian MRFs Cohen et al. (1991),
spin images Lazebnik et al. (2005), the Local Binary Patterns (LBP) Ojala et al.
(2002) and its variants, gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) Haralick et al.
(1973), and the gray level Aura matrix (GLAM) Qin and Yang (2004). However,
none of the above methods are insensitive to illumination changes.
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Recently, gradient orientation based texture methods have become popular
in computer vision and image processing. Among them Scale Invariant Fea-
ture Transform (SIFT) Lowe (2004), Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG)
Dalal and Triggs (2005) and Co-occurrence Histograms of Oriented gradients
(CoHOG) Watanabe et al. (2009) are commonly used in object detection. The
CoHOG method and its variants Kataoka et al. (2014), Hanbay et al. (2015)
have been successfully used in pedestrian detection Watanabe et al. (2009), face
recognition Do and Kijak (2012) , fine-grained activity recognition Kataoka et al.
(2014), etc.
In recent years, texture analysis methods have been used in medical imag-
ing studies that include texture analysis of MRI images. In particular, in the
diagnosis of dementia using GLCM and Gabor filter responses Sivapriya et al.
(2011), the study of pathological changes of the hippocampus in patients with
Alzheimer’s disease and mild cognitive impairment using GLCM and RLM Li
et al. (2010), brain tumor detection Kharrat et al. (2009) and the study of
epilepsy using wavelet features Jafari-Khouzani et al. (2003) are some impor-
tant contributions. Also a 3D texture analysis in biomedical imaging is proposed
in Depeursinge et al. (2014). Texture analysis is used in optical projection to-
mography images to discriminate colorectal polyps Li et al. (2015) and a scale
invariant texture recognition methods are applied for the computer assisted di-
agnosis of celiac disease in Hegenbart et al. (2013).
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) is a fatal progressive neurodegenerative
disorder of adulthood that causes rapid muscular weakness and disability. It
affects both the upper motor neurons (UMN) of the cerebral cortex and the lower
motor neurons (LMN) in the brainstem and spinal cord Kiernan et al. (2011).
Currently, there is no reliable tool to provide a quantitative measure of cerebral
degeneration in ALS and such a tool is desperately needed to aid in diagnosis
and to evaluate novel therapies. A 2D region of interest based approach was
used to find texture changes in ALS Albuquerque et al. (2016). GLCM has
been used for 3D texture analysis in ALS Maani et al. (2016). However, the
sensitivity and specificity of these methods are suboptimal. Therefore, improved
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sensitivity and specificity and classification accuracy are required.
In this paper, we adopt the well-known CoHOG method for the first time
to extract features in the detection of ALS. In the original CoHOG method, a
given image is first subdivided into regions from which features are extracted. In
this paper, CoHOG is applied to the whole image for feature extraction at dif-
ferent resolutions. Some well-known methods such as Sobel Duda et al. (1973),
Gaussian Derivative (GD) filters Hanbay et al. (2015) and Local Frequency De-
scriptor Gradient (LFDG) operators Maani et al. (2014), Maani et al. (2013)
are used to calculate the gradient orientations of the image pixels. The gradient
orientations of the pixels are then quantized into N bins. The co-occurrences of
the gradients are summed for each offset and stored into an N×N co-occurrence
matrix. An offset is defined by a distance and a direction. Offsets are limited
to within a radius specified from the pixel. All the co-occurrence matrices cal-
culated from all the offsets are combined to create the feature vector (FV). The
size of the FV can be very large depending on the number of offsets. Because
not all features are significant, we apply receiver operator characteristic (ROC)
curve analysis to select significant features. The size of the resulting feature
vector (SFV) is smaller than the original FV size. We employ a linear support
vector machine (SVM) Cortes and Vapnik (1995) classifier to calculate the clas-
sification rate between patients and controls. An ROC analysis of comparing
different downsampled resolutions of the same image is done and also the perfor-
mance of the proposed method using two different neighborhood sizes and three
different gradient operators is analyzed. As well, we subdivide the image to
perform a region based analysis to identity the regions with significant changes
between the patients and the controls.
The main contributions of this paper include the use of the whole image for
feature extraction to reduce the sub-region issue problem. Two well-known gra-
dient operators are used for the first time for gradient calculation with a larger
neighborhood to evaluate the effect of using more global information for co-
occurrence calculation on classification accuracy. To the best of our knowledge,
we are the first to use a feature selection method to extract CoHOG features
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using an AUC threshold. Experimental results show that classification using
feature selection has a better accuracy with a higher neighborhood size.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related works are discussed in
Section 2. In Section 3, we explain the proposed approach of feature extraction.
The experimental results and discussions are presented in Section 4. Section 5
concludes the paper.
2. Related Works
Texture analysis is a promising topic in computer vision and image process-
ing. Visual patterns appearing in images are called image textures and can
be seen everywhere such as: carpet, wall, ultrasound images, fingerprint im-
ages, and medical images. Texture analysis characterizes and quantifies pattern
variations in images, including those that are imperceptible to the human eye.
Two dimensional texture analysis methods have been used for document
processing Zhao et al. (2010), remote sensing Santos et al. (2012), automated in-
spection Li and Tsai (2012), fingerprint identification Nanni and Lumini (2008),
medical image analysis Lehana et al. (2012), etc. Some of the important 2D
methods are discussed below.
The Run Length Matrix (RLM) Galloway (1975) is used to calculate features
of different terrain types. Gabor filtering banks are used in filtering responses in
the frequency Chu and Chan (2009) and spatial Leung and Malik (2001), Varma
and Zisserman (2005) domains for image texture recognition. Multiresolution
Wavelets Unser and Eden (1989) are used in texture feature extraction and
selection to segment textures. A Markov Random Fields (MRFs) Cross and
Jain (1983) model is used to analyze textures in images. Some related methods
include the Gaussian MRFs Cohen et al. (1991) and spin images Lazebnik et al.
(2005). Another multiresolution approach to gray-scale and rotation invariant
texture classification based on Local Binary Patterns (LBP) and its variants are
presented in Ojala et al. (2002).
In Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) Haralick et al. (1973), image
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intensities are quantized into a fixed number of gray levels and a co-occurrence
matrix is formed by summing the co-occurrences of a specific pair of gray levels.
Recently, GLCM has been used in medical imaging such as diagnosis of dementia
Sivapriya et al. (2011), the study of pathological changes of hippocampus in
patients with Alzheimer’s disease and mild cognitive impairment Li et al. (2010),
and brain tumor detection Kharrat et al. (2009). The limitation of GLCM is
that it works with the intensity levels of gray scale images, which will have
unpredictable performance when the acquisition equipment changes.
Gradient orientation based texture methods have become popular in recent
years for their robustness against image intensity changes, blurriness and de-
formations. Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) Dalal and Triggs (2005)
and Co-occurrence Histograms of Oriented gradients (CoHOG) are two such
commonly used methods that have been used for objects detection Dalal and
Triggs (2005), pedestrian detection Watanabe et al. (2009), face recognition Do
and Kijak (2012), fine-grained activity recognition Kataoka et al. (2014), etc.
We give a brief description of HOG and CoHOG below.
2.1. Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG)
The HOG method uses a gradient oriented image as input. The gradient
orientations are quantized into N bins. Then the image is subdivided into M
number of equal sub-regions. For each sub-region, a histogram of orientations
is computed. The size of the histogram is N . For M sub-regions, there are M
different histograms each of size N . Finally, these histograms are concatenated
to form the feature vector histogram of size M × N . The limitation of HOG
is that it only counts the orientations in a local region. Inter-relationship in-
formation between orientations is not captured. To overcome this limitation,
an improvement of HOG called the Co-occurrence HOG (CoHOG) method is
proposed.
2.2. Co-occurrence HOG (CoHOG)
CoHOG is an extension of HOG. It also uses the quantized gradients as
input and subdivides the image into a number of sub-regions. CoHOG uses a
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circular neighborhood with a given radius in which each pixel with the center
pixel forms a pair called an offset. Now for each sub-region and for each offset,
the co-occurrences of an orientation pair is computed by scanning all the pixels
in the sub-region to form a co-occurrence matrix (CM). The size of the CM is
N × N , where N is the number of distinct orientations. The total number of
CMs for a sub-region depends on the number of offsets. Finally, these CMs are
concatenated to form the histogram for the sub-region. Then, the histograms of
all the sub-regions are concatenated to form the CoHOG feature vector for the
given image. The feature vector size depends on the number of orientations, the
number of offsets and the number of sub-regions. For example, if an image has
M sub-regions and K offsets with a CM size of N × N , then the final feature
vector size is M ×K × (N ×N).
The CoHOG method has the advantages over HOG in capturing the inter-
relationship among the neighboring pixel orientations and, by using different
offsets, the co-occurrence matrices can better represent the local and global
orientation information. The use of sub-regions limits the accuracy of CM for
boundary pixels and thus some information is incomplete for each sub-region.
In this paper, we present a modified CoHOG method for texture feature ex-
traction of the whole image which can overcome the sub-region issue mentioned
above and can reduce the feature vector size.
3. Proposed Method
The original CoHOG method uses sub-regions of an image and calculates
the sum of the co-occurrences of orientation pairs. The use of a sub-region
limits the accuracy of co-occurrence calculation for the boundary pixels and thus
some information is incomplete for each sub-region. We have used the simple
approach of applying CoHOG to the whole image using the three proposed
gradient methods for texture feature extraction.
The CoHOG features are extracted using two different neighborhood sizes.
The original CoHOG method uses a maximum neighborhood size of 4. We use
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a larger neighborhood size of 8 to evaluate the effect of using more distance
information for co-occurrence calculation on classification accuracy.
The extracted CoHOG feature vector size is very large. Image classes that
contain very small changes in between the groups are almost similar in all other
regions. Features extracted from these regions are also similar. Using this large
number of similar features creates ambiguity in defining the optimal hyperplane
and leads to an incorrect classification by a classifier. Thus, we select signifi-
cant features using area under the ROC curve (AUC) analysis for classification,
and only features that contain significant differences in between the classes are
selected using an AUC threshold.
The proposed method consists of four steps (see Fig. 1): pre-processing,
texture feature extraction, feature selection and classification. These steps are
discussed below.
Figure 1: Overview of our proposed approach.
3.1. Pre-processing
Texture features are extracted from pre-processed MRI images. Pre-processing
involves region of interest (ROI) selection, downsampling, gradient orientation
(GO) calculation and quantization.
3.1.1. ROI Selection
From the MRI scan of the whole brain, coronal slices with an angulation
parallel to the corticospinal tract (see Fig. 2 (a)) are used for texture feature
calculation (see Fig. 2 (c)).
In particular, an ROI is manually defined that includes the region above the
inferior horn of the lateral ventricles (see Fig. 3).
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Figure 2: (a) Sagittal, (b) Axial and (c) Coronal image slices. Coronal imaging is used in
texture feature extraction.
Figure 3: ROI selection from a coronal image slice. The highlighted regions are selected as
ROI.
3.1.2. Downsampling
The selected ROI is downsampled to four different resolutions. The scaling
factors are 0.5, 0.25, 0.167 and 0.125. These scaling factors are chosen to down
sample the ROI into 1×1 mm2, 2×2 mm2, 3×3 mm2 and 4×4 mm2 physical
dimensions, respectively.
3.1.3. GO Calculation and Quantization
The gradient orientations of image pixels are computed by convolving the
gradient operators with the image. Horizontal and vertical gradient operators
are used to calculate the corresponding gradient images and then gradient orien-
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tations are calculated from the gradient images. The gradient orientation (GO)
of an image pixel is calculated using three different methods, namely, Sobel
Duda et al. (1973), Gaussian Derivative (GD) Hanbay et al. (2015) and Local
Frequency Descriptor Gradient (LFDG) Maani et al. (2014).
Sobel uses two 3 × 3 kernels to estimate the horizontal and vertical deriva-
tives. The two operators used in this method are shown in Eq. 1,
Gx =

−1 0 1
−2 0 2
−1 0 1
 , Gy =

−1 −2 −1
0 0 0
1 2 1
 , (1)
where Gx and Gy are the corresponding horizontal and vertical gradient oper-
ators.
The GD operators that use two basic one-dimensional derivative filters are
given in Eq. 2 Hanbay et al. (2015), Zhang et al. (2013),
f1(t) =
−2t
σ2
e−
t2
σ2 , f2(t) = e
− t2
σ2 , (2)
where t is the width of the derivative filter and σ the standard deviation. These
one-dimensional derivatives are used to calculate the two horizontal and vertical
derivative filters as shown below Hanbay et al. (2015), Zhang et al. (2013).
Basic filters Filter in x Filter in y
Gx f1 f2
Gy f2 f1
Here, f1 and f2 are two vectors defined in Eq. 2. For both the Gx and Gy
filters, filter in x and filter in y, are convolved with each column and each row
of an image I, respectively, to form the corresponding gradient image.
The LFDG operators can be calculated using the representation as shown
in Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 Maani et al. (2014),
Gx =
p∑
k=1
fkcos
(
2pi(k − 1)
p
)
, (3)
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Gy =
p∑
k=1
fkcos
(
pi
2
+
2pi(k − 1)
p
)
, (4)
where p is the number of neighboring points and fk the corresponding gray level
of the kth neighbor.
The kernel size depends on the specified radius. For a kernel with radius R,
the LFDG operator has the kernel size of N × N , where N = 2R + 1. In our
experiments, we use R = 1 and 34 neighboring points to calculate the kernel
operators.
For all of the operators discussed above, Gx and Gy are convolved with the
original image to compute the horizontal and vertical gradient images, respec-
tively. Gradient orientations are computed using Eq. 5,
GO = arctan
Gy
Gx
. (5)
Finally, the orientations are quantized into 8 bins. In particular, 0◦ − 360◦
orientations are divided into eight bins of 45◦ each. Each pixel’s orientation is
assigned to the nearest bin.
3.2. Feature Extraction
The quantized oriented image is used for feature extraction using the CoHOG
method. It is a two step process. First, all the co-occurrence matrices for all
the offsets are computed and then these matrices are combined to obtain the
feature vector.
3.2.1. Co-occurrence Matrix (CM) Calculation
In CoHOG, an offset corresponds to the center pixel of the neighborhood to
one of its neighbors (see Fig. 4 (b)). Fig. 4 (a) shows a neighborhood with a
radius of size 4, 6, and 8 from the center green pixel. For a given radius, each
neighbor within the radius is paired with the green pixel to form an offset. For
example, using a neighborhood size of 4 we have a total of 31 offsets including the
pair of the green pixel with itself. Increasing the neighborhood size increases the
number of offsets and thus the number of CMs. The upper half of the circular
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Figure 4: (a) Offsets for different radii and (b) a specific offset at distance (x, y) from pixel
(p, q).
neighborhood is not considered because they are redundant since pixels in the
top left corner of the image are processed first.
In our proposed approach, we use the whole image for co-occurrence matrix
calculation instead of using sub-regions as that used in the original CoHOG
method. A neighborhood size of 4 and 8 are separately used for feature ex-
traction. In CoHOG, the co-occurrence matrix is obtained by summing the
co-occurrences of each pair of orientations for each offset. The size of the co-
occurrence matrix is N × N , where N is the number of distinct orientations
which is pre-defined. For a specific offset (x, y) and a specific orientation at
pixel (p, q) = i and pixel (p + x) = j, the equation for calculating the CM is
shown in Eq. 6 Watanabe et al. (2009),
CMx,y(i, j) =
m∑
p=1
n∑
q=1
1 ifQ is True0 Otherwise , (6)
where Q = GO(p, q) = i and GO(p + x, q + y) = j and GM(p, q) ≥ T and
GM(p+ x, q + y) ≥ T . Here m× n is the size of the gradient oriented image I.
GM is the gradient magnitude of the corresponding pixel and T is the threshold
magnitude to consider for the co-occurrence count.
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Figure 5: Illustration of the Co-occurrence Histograms of Oriented Gradients (CoHOG)
method.
Fig. 5 shows the workflow of CoHOG. It shows that using the gradient
oriented image of four different orientations, a co-occurrence matrix of size 4×4
for each offset within the specified radius is created. The method scans each pixel
for all the offsets and sums the co-occurrences of the orientations for that offset
and stores the sums into the entry that corresponds to the pair of orientations
of the co-occurrence matrix. After scanning all the pixels, it finishes in building
up all the co-occurrence matrices.
3.2.2. Feature Vector Generation
Now all the created CMs are used to generate the feature vector for the
selected image. The feature vector (FV) is generated by concatenating the CMs
as shown in Eq. 7,
FV =
Kn
i=1
vec(CMi) (7)
where,
f
is the concatenation operator, K is the number of offsets and vec is
the vector representation of CM. The FV is a histogram of the co-occurrences
of orientations of different offsets in the image (see Fig. 5(c)).
The size of the feature vector depends on the number of offsets used and the
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size of the CM as shown in Eq. 8,
FV size = number of offsets× size of CM. (8)
One can see that the size of the feature vector is very large if the number of
offsets is large. For example, with a neighborhood size of 4, the total number
of offsets is 31. Then the CM size is 8×8 = 64, and the FV size = 31×64 =
1984. With the same CM size, if the radius is increased to 6 with 61 offsets
and 8 with 109 offsets then FV size = 3904 and FV size = 6976, respectively.
When the FV size is large, it is difficult to distinguish between two classes of
distinct categories. Changes occur in a small portion of the images between
two classes and thus the features of all other portions of the image classes
are almost similar. Distinguishing between classes is difficult due these similar
features. Therefore, it is important to select those significant features that are
extracted from the changed portion of the images. These selected features have
significant differences between the classes and are used for classification.
3.3. Feature Selection
ROC based methods Serrano et al. (2010), Ma and Huang (2005), Lorente
et al. (2013), are well-known and promising in selecting important features.
Some of the ROC based feature selection examples include feature ranking and
significant feature selection using area under the ROC curve analysis Serrano
et al. (2010), a regularized ROC method for disease classification and biomarker
selection for microarray data Ma and Huang (2005), comparison of the ROC
feature selection method with other popular methods Lorente et al. (2013) and
feature selection using the ROC curve for small samples and imbalanced data
classification problems Alshawabkeh et al. (2011). These methods demonstrate
better classification accuracy using the ROC feature selection approach.
In this paper, feature selection is performed using ROC analysis. It is note-
worthy that we are the first to use a feature selection method to extract signifi-
cant CoHOG texture features to further improve classification accuracy. Signif-
icant features are selected using area under the ROC curve (AUC) analysis for
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classification. Only features that contain significant differences in between the
classes are selected using an AUC threshold. In the experiments, better results
are found with features selected using AUC ≥ 0.8 with a significance level of
p ≤ 0.01.
3.4. Classification
For classification we use a linear support vector machine (SVM) Cortes and
Vapnik (1995). A two stage classification is used with the use of training and
testing datasets. For a two class classification, the SVM computes the optimal
hyperplane to partition the feature space of the training samples into two halves.
Samples from both classes are used for training and then using the trained
model, we test the classification accuracy of unknown classes.
4. Experimental Results
In this section, we discuss the results using the proposed method for three
datasets. The proposed method is implemented in Matlab. The program runs
on a PC with an Intel Core i7 with 3.40GHz CPU with 24GB RAM running
Windows 7 Professional.
4.1. Datasets
We use three datasets of MRI imaging of ALS patients and healthy controls.
These datasets are acquired using two different scanning machines with different
scanning parameters for each datasets. All the subjects are different in all the
datasets. Also image resolution and contrast are different for each dataset.
All patients are clinically probable or definite sporadic ALS according to the
revised El Escorial criteria Brooks et al. (2000) were recruited. All patients had
clinical evidence of UMN and LMN involvements. The details of the subjects
are discussed below.
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Table 1: Details of the subjects for Dataset 1
Subjects No. Average Age Male Female
Patients 12 58 ± 11 7 5
Controls 19 57 ±11 8 11
4.1.1. Dataset 1
Twelve patients and nineteen controls are in this datasets. Details of the
patients and controls for this dataset are given in Table 1.
MR imaging was performed on a 4.7 Tesla whole-body scanner (Varian Unity
Inova console). High-resolution fast spin echo T2-weighted images were acquired
in the coronal plane (TR = 4000ms, TE = 33.3ms, pixel size = 0.5× 0.5mm2,
slice thickness = 2mm).
2D MR images of the subjects are downsampled into four different resolu-
tions. Details of the downsampled images are given in Table 2.
Table 2: Details of the downsampled 2D MR images of the subjects for Dataset 1 and Dataset
3
Scale Factor Pixel size (mm2) Image size (Pixel2)
1 0.5 × 0.5 385 × 512
0.5 1 × 1 192 × 256
0.25 2 × 2 96 × 128
0.167 3 × 3 64 × 85
0.125 4 × 4 48 × 64
4.1.2. Dataset 2
Nineteen patients and twenty controls are in this dataset. Details of the
patients and controls are given in Table 3.
MRI scan were done on a 1.5 Tesla system (Magnetom Sonata, Siemens
Medical Systems). Coronal T2-weighted images were acquired (TR=7510ms,
TE=113ms, pixel size = 1.1× 0.9mm, slice thickness = 5mm).
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Table 3: Details of the subjects for Dataset 2 and Dataset 3
Subjects No. Average Age Male Female
Patients 19 57±14 10 9
Controls 20 57±13 9 11
Dataset 2 MR images are downsampled into four resolutions. Details of the
image resolutions for each scale are given in Table 4.
Table 4: Details of the downsampled 2D MR images of the subjects for Dataset 2
Scale Factor Pixel size (mm2) Image size (Pixel2)
1 0.86 × 0.86 208 × 256
0.86 1 × 1 178 × 220
0.43 2 × 2 89 × 110
0.285 3 × 3 59 × 72
0.215 4 × 4 44 × 55
4.1.3. Dataset 3
All the subjects are the same for dataset 2 and dataset 3 (see Table 3). But
dataset 3 was acquired with a T1-weighted MPRAGE (TR=1600ms, TE=3.8ms,
TI=1100ms, pixel size = 1.0 × 1.0mm, slice thickness = 1.5mm). MRI scan-
ning were performed on a 1.5 Tesla system (Magnetom Sonata, Siemens Medical
Systems). The resolutions of downsampled images are given in Table 2.
For all the datasets, coronal imaging was performed with an angulation
parallel to the corticospinal tract (see Fig. 2). An ROI was manually selected
for each subject that covers the region above the inferior horn of the lateral
ventricles. A sample ROI is shown in Fig. 3.
4.2. ROC Analysis of Datasets
For the three datasets we have done ROC analysis to find the area under
the ROC curve (AUC) with a significance level of p ≤ 0.01. Then classification
of the subjects in the dataset using a linear SVM classifier is performed. Each
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time, half of the patients and controls that are randomly selected in each dataset
are used for training and those that are not selected are used for testing. The
average classification accuracy and optimal sensitivity and specificity over 1000
runs are recorded. The details of the ROC analysis and classification results are
discussed below.
4.2.1. ROC Analysis of Dataset 1
Six patients and ten controls are used to train the linear SVM classifier and
the rest of the patients and controls are used for testing in this dataset. The
maximum AUC is calculated for the selected features and then the classification
accuracy is calculated using the selected features. The results are shown in Table
5 and 6.
Table 5: ROC analysis of Dataset 1 using CoHOG features extracted for neighborhood radius
of 4.
Image Pixel Maximum Optimal Optimal Classification
Size (mm2) AUC Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy
0.5 × 0.5 0.815 54% 67% 63.00%
1 × 1 0.895 57% 73% 67.30%
2 × 2 0.886 81% 84% 83.50%
3 × 3 0.895 81% 91% 87.30%
4 × 4 0.842 71% 84% 79.00%
Four different downsampled images along with the original image are used
in this experiment. From the results it is shown that features extracted (using
both neighborhood size of 4 and 8) from downsampled image (scale factor =
0.167) have better classification accuracy with a higher maximum AUC than
that using the original image resolution. In particular, the best classification
accuracy (93%), the maximum AUC (0.917) and the optimal sensitivity (91%)
and specificity (95%) are found in features extracted using neighborhood size of
8.
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Table 6: ROC analysis of Dataset 1 using CoHOG features extracted for neighborhood radius
of 8.
Image Pixel Maximum Optimal Optimal Classification
Size (mm2) AUC Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy
0.5 × 0.5 0.831 50% 61% 57.00%
1 × 1 0.895 57% 74% 67.70%
2 × 2 0.906 74% 83% 79.30%
3 × 3 0.917 91% 95% 93.00%
4 × 4 0.921 90% 89% 90.30%
4.2.2. ROC Analysis of Dataset 2
In this dataset, we use 19 patients and 20 controls for classification and ROC
analysis. Ten patients and 10 controls are used for training the linear SVM
and the other 9 patients and 10 controls are used for testing the classification
accuracy. The classification results for different downsampled images with two
neighborhood sizes are shown in Table 7 (four neighbors) and Table 8 (eight
neighbors).
Table 7: ROC analysis of Dataset 2 using CoHOG features extracted for neighborhood radius
of 4.
Image Pixel Maximum Optimal Optimal Classification
Size (mm2) AUC Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy
0.86 × 0.86 0.783 48% 57% 53.30%
1 × 1 0.791 54% 59% 56.70%
2 × 2 0.810 63% 78% 71.00%
3 × 3 0.834 75% 78% 76.90%
4 × 4 0.856 84% 86% 85.30%
We observe from the results that downsampling increases the classification
accuracy along with sensitivity and specificity. Here we found the best classifi-
cation accuracy (90.40%), the maximum AUC (0.867) and with the best optimal
sensitivity (92%) and specificity (88%) in downsampled images (image pixel size
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Table 8: ROC analysis of Dataset 2 using CoHOG features extracted for neighborhood radius
of 8.
Image pixel Maximum Optimal Optimal Classification
Size (mm2) AUC Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy
0.86 × 0.86 0.834 55% 60% 57.70%
1 × 1 0.855 60% 61% 61.10%
2 × 2 0.850 66% 78% 72.70%
3 × 3 0.834 77% 82% 80.00%
4 × 4 0.867 92% 88% 90.40%
= 4×4 mm2) with a neighborhood size of 8.
4.2.3. ROC Analysis of Dataset 3
Dataset 3 is a T1-weighted dataset of the same subjects as dataset 2. Similar
experimental settings are used for this dataset as the other two. The observed
ROC analysis and classification results are shown in Table 9 (four neighbors)
and Table 10 (eight neighbors).
Table 9: ROC analysis of Dataset 3 using CoHOG features extracted for neighborhood radius
of 4.
Image Pixel Maximum Optimal Optimal Classification
Size (mm2) AUC Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy
0.5 × 0.5 0.641 40% 35% 37.50%
1 × 1 0.753 53% 45% 49.30%
2 × 2 0.811 63% 65% 64.50%
3 × 3 0.818 68% 75% 72.70%
4 × 4 0.869 81% 75% 78.10%
We also found the best results at a lower resolution for this dataset as well. In
this case, downsampled images (scale factor = 0.125) have the best results. We
observed the best classification accuracy (93.50%), the maximum AUC (0.895)
and the best optimal sensitivity (94%) and specificity (92%) when the neigh-
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Table 10: ROC analysis of Dataset 3 using CoHOG features extracted for neighborhood radius
of 8.
Image Pixel Maximum Optimal Optimal Classification
Size (mm2) AUC Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy
0.5 × 0.5 0.659 31% 37% 34.20%
1 × 1 0.780 43% 39% 41.50%
2 × 2 0.821 75% 74% 74.20%
3 × 3 0.845 81% 83% 82.00%
4 × 4 0.895 94% 92% 93.50%
borhood size is 8.
For all of the three dataset results, we apply the Sobel operators for gradient
orientation calculation. Dataset 1 and 2 are both T2-weighted but are collected
from different scanner parameters. Dataset 3 is a T1-weighted dataset which is
different from the other datasets. We select the AUC ≥ 0.8 for all of the above
results because we observe that the best classification results are obtained using
AUC≥ 0.8. Fig. 6 shows the classification accuracy for the selected features
using different AUC thresholds.
Dataset 1 and two neighborhood sizes are used in this experiment. For both
neighborhoods, we found the best classification results at AUC ≥ 0.8. Mean
feature values and standard deviations of mean feature values of ten selected
features of patients and controls using AUC≥0.8 for dataset 1 and dataset 2 are
shown in Fig. 7. There is a significant difference between the patients and the
controls in the mean feature values and also their standard deviations do not
overlap.
We observe that images with lower resolution give better results in clas-
sification. This is because the reduced resolution image contains more dense
information than the original image for a fixed neighborhood size. With a fixed
neighborhood size, CoHOG can cover more regions in feature extraction for
downsampled image than for the original image. Thus the extracted features
have more distance information for downsampled image than for the original
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Figure 6: Classification accuracy for selected features using different AUC thresholds for
dataset 1.
Figure 7: Mean feature values with standard deviations of the mean feature values between
patients and controls of ten selected features for (a) Dataset 1 and (b) Dataset 2.
image. For MR dataset 1, the best results are obtained using downsampled
images with a pixel size of 3×3 mm2 and of 4×4 mm2 give the best results for
MR dataset 2 and 3. For all of the MR datasets, the best results are observed
using a neighborhood size of 8. Therefore, the rest of the experimental analysis
is focused on using only downsampled images with a pixel size of 3×3 mm2 for
MR dataset 1 and of 4×4 mm2 for MR dataset 2 and 3 with a neighborhood
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size of 8.
4.3. ROC Analysis using different Gradient Operators
Three different gradient operators, Sobel, Gaussian Derivative (GD) and
Local Frequency Descriptor Gradient (LFDG) are employed to calculate the
gradient orientations. Using these operators separately we analyze the clas-
sification accuracy and ROC analysis of the dataset 1 and 2. The results of
classification accuracy and optimal sensitivity and specificity for dataset 1 are
shown in Table 11.
Table 11: ROC analysis of Dataset 1 using three different Gradient Operators. CoHOG
features extracted using a neighborhood radius of 8.
Gradient Maximum Optimal Optimal Classification
Operators AUC Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy
Sobel 0.917 91% 95% 93.00%
GD 0.954 98% 96% 97.30%
LFDG 0.897 88% 98% 94.75%
All of the three gradient operators have high classification accuracy with
optimal sensitivity and specificity. Among them, GD operator has the highest
classification accuracy (97.30%) and the optimal sensitivity (98%) and speci-
ficity (96%). Also, GD has the highest maximum AUC (0.954) among the all
the operators.
Table 12: ROC analysis of Dataset 2 using three different Gradient Operators. CoHOG
features extracted using a neighborhood radius of 8.
Gradient Maximum Optimal Optimal Classification
Operators AUC Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy
Sobel 0.867 92% 88% 90.40%
GD 0.918 91% 93% 92.30%
LFDG 0.864 87% 95% 91.00%
For dataset 2, the results are shown in Table 12. In this case, GD has a better
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performance than the other two methods too. GD operator acquires the highest
classification accuracy of 92.30% along with the highest optimal sensitivity of
91% and specificity of 93%.
4.4. Region Based Analysis
In this experiment, we perform region based analysis of the subjects of MR
dataset 1. We subdivided the downsampled image with an image pixel size of
3×3 mm2 into 15 equal sized square sub-regions, each of which is of size 10 ×
10 pixels. Now for each sub-region, we apply CoHOG with a neighborhood size
of 8 using Sobel operators. Selected features using ROC analysis are applied
to the SVM classifier. Based on the classification accuracy, we highlight seven
regions that have the highest classification accuracy.
Figure 8: Region based analysis of the subjects of dataset 1. Significant regions are marked
by the colored boxes and classification accuracy of the corresponding boxes.
Fig. 8 shows the highlighted regions of the MRI image that have the highest
classification accuracy. The classification accuracy of the corresponding colored
box is shown in Fig. 8 as well. From the figure, we can see that regions with
significant differences between patients and controls correspond to regions most
severely affected by ALS, namely the motor cortex and the corticospinal tracts.
The top left and right regions contain less tissue in them. These small regions
do not have enough texture information to extract features and thus have the
lower classification accuracies.
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4.5. Comparison with GLCM
We compare the best results of our proposed method with that of the well-
known GLCM method. GLCM has been used in medical image analysis in many
applications Sivapriya et al. (2011), Li et al. (2010), Kharrat et al. (2009). We
implemented the GLCM method (Gray Labels = 32, Neighbor distance = 1,
Neighbor direction = 00) in the same environment for datasets 1 and 2. In
total, 22 features are calculated using well-known feature functions in GLCM.
Among them only 3 features namely, Angular second moment, Entropy and Sum
entropy are selected using ROC feature selection with an AUC threshold. The
results are shown in Table 13 and Table 14 for MR datasets 1 and 2, respectively.
Table 13: Comparison of ROC analysis between CoHOG and GLCM methods using Dataset
1.
Methods Maximum Optimal Optimal Classification
AUC Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy
CoHOG 0.954 98% 96% 97.30%
GLCM 0.601 4% 95% 58.60%
Table 14: Comparison of ROC analysis between CoHOG and GLCM methods using Dataset
2.
Methods Maximum Optimal Optimal Classification
AUC Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy
CoHOG 0.918 91% 93% 92.30%
GLCM 0.805 68% 76% 72.30%
We found the best results in downsampled images with a pixel size of 3×3
mm2 and of 4×4 mm2 for dataset 1 and 2, respectively. The proposed CoHOG
method outperforms the GLCM method for both the datasets. For dataset 1,
we observe that GLCM has very poor performance. In particular, it has a high
specificity but a very low sensitivity. The overall classification accuracy is very
low compared to that of CoHOG. Using dataset 2, GLCM has a better perfor-
mance than using dataset 1, but is still worse than that of CoHOG. Dataset 1
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was acquired using a high resolution 4.7 Tesla MRI system and dataset 2 was
acquired using a relatively low resolution 1.5 Tesla MRI system. So, we can
see from the comparison results that GLCM has a poor performance using high
resolution images than that of low resolution images. This is because of its
sensitivity to changes in the intensity levels that GLCM uses for features. Such
a finding is consistent with the observation that the proposed CoHOG method
have very similar performance using either datasets.
5. Conclusion
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to use the CoHOG method
to study cerebral degeneration in ALS. Instead of sub-dividing the image into
sub-regions we applied CoHOG with two different neighborhood sizes to the
whole image and employed three different gradient operators to calculate the
gradient orientation of image pixels. Feature selection was done using ROC
analysis and selected features were used for classification. The experimental
results demonstrate that our proposed CoHOG method with the accompanying
feature selection method has promising classification abilities with high sensi-
tivity and specificity. It outperforms the well-known GLCM texture analysis
method. Region based analysis was also performed and revealed that areas
most responsible for significant differences between the patients and controls
are congruent with the spatial distribution of the pathology of ALS. In sum-
mary, the proposed CoHOG method showed excellent classification accuracy in
datasets of different contrasts (T1 and T2) and from data collected from two
different MRI machines. Thus, texture analysis using CoHOG shows promise as
a potential biomarker for ALS and warrants further evaluation in multi-center
studies.
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